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Picture credits - Hyosung. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This
bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance
options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the
exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy
policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Relaxed riding position
with all the essentials - Digital instrument panel features fuel and temperature gauges, dual trip
meters and convenient clock. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :.
Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all Hyosung GV Aquila GV Cruiser available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in
the future. Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike,
you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And
check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this
Hyosung bike. You can also compare bikes. After Kawasaki Z and Aprilia Naked, here it is an
innovation awaited for the next months. I feel a very clear Italian inspiration in the drawing of
this sporting roadster which is announced already like a hard competitor for Kawasaki ER-6N
and Suzuki SV N. Full length mm : 2, Full width mm : Full height mm : 1, Ground clearance mm :
Wheelbase: 1, Seat height mm : Dry mass kg : Nice bike! Saw this one on a few sites. Not a peep
from the main stream press. I like it a lot better than the GTR Hyosung is moving quickly to take
market share from the big 4. I might have to sell my Suzuki. I heard Hyosung will be coming out
with a super sport late in I really like this bike and the company concept. Hate to burst your
bubble mate, but the bike in the top picture is the GTX that Hyosung built as a concept for the
Intermot show. Everyone has their fingers crossed that this bike will replace the GT in and
maybe that a GTX with a bit of Fischer fairings will come as an R model. Is this bike for real?
Maybe thats why all the hyosung dealers are selling the gtrs sooo cheap. Motorcycles Reviews
Hyosung Roadster Cruisers. Anthony Kodack. Read More. What do you think? But if this bike is
for reals, and for the same price, put me down for one, NOW! Motorcycle Finder:. Hyosung GT
Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Because
this engine is the newest design among its rivals, it has many performance features that they do
not have. These include roller bearing cam shafts, 2 piece spring dampened bevel silent primary
drive gears, dual squelsh combustion chambers etc. These are features that were previously
confined to racing engines, and in the past have been uneconomical for other manufacturers to
incorporate into smaller capacity engines for street use. Proven DOHC 8 valve engine
configuration, with twin downdraft Mikuni carburetors provide the highest volumetric efficiency
and air cooling coupled with an oil cooler provide reliability in the harshest conditions. The
latest sport bike styling is incorporated into a practical design. Note the pillion seat and heavy
duty pillion grabrail with 3 tie down points for your gear for those long trips. Heavy duty rear
disc brakes with twin piston fully floating caliper, six spoke alloy wheels with wide tubeless
tyres and free flowing exhaust system are used to give maximum performance. A low cost
racing muffler is also available if additional engine output is required. Engine Displacement:
Top speed: I have the GTr it was also missing a couple bolts when i picked it up, the dealership
came and picked it up and gave me a ride home, and repaired everything. I am riding it to florida
and back to california this summer, me and three buddies all bought them over the summer and
minus one that was crashed there all still in good standing. I found it hard to believe This bike
looks good in pictures and the specs are pretty good also. I have a GTR and I have to tell you
the quality is lacking. If yout hinking of saving money in the long run you wont. I had to report
the dealer, City Cycles NY, and Hyosung the company to the BBB, because they refused to fix
the missing brake pad and damaged caliper and rotor on my new bike. Mirrors move, rear tire
cracked, false neutrals, and there were missing parts when i first picked up the bike.
Motorcycles News Hyosung Sportsbikes. Hyosung GTR. Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Click photos to enlarge for detail. They make great desktop images. Its beautiful
design is fit for a fashion model. The DOHC 8 valve engine will arouse your senses. Engine
delivers dynamic acceleration with minimum vibration. Complimenting the bike is quality brakes
and suspension for the ultimate ride. Motility and elasticity were satisfied by employing
upside-down method, and dynamic and safe running can be presented by securing hardness.
Aluminum exhaust pipe controls noise, and presents agreeable running by exerting generating
power that is strong by 2-In-1 exhaust system employment. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. Civil riding position, heart and soul of a sport bike. About Michael Le

Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and
Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach
out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my
visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of
riders worldwide. Thank you. Next Hyosung GV Aquila. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Make Other Makes. Model Hyosung.
Condition: Like New, no scratches or dents. It idles a little high and is sometime hard to get into
neutral. Features: Extra flame side panels. History: Purchased from a friend, who took very
good care of the Motorcycle. Make Hyosung. Model Comet GTR. One company that is looking to
change that in an amazing way is Hyosung with their sleek and modern looking cc and cc
motorcycles. The only thing that gives away its displacement is the R sticker on the side fairing,
and by the styling you may think that's a misprint!! The design of the V-twin means that it will
give you more low range torque than you would get with an I-4 engineered engine. That
translates to more usable power for the street, and it also means you don't need to rev to red
line before you feel the bike start to pull. Trade-ins welcome! Apply today! MOMS now has more
financing options than ever! We offer a variety of resources to help you finance one of our new
or used vehicles, including: easy application process, competitive rates for qualified buyers,
first-time buyer programs, flexible payment terms, and winter layaway. We even have options
for credit challenged customers and those turned down elsewhere. Price does not dealer doc
fee, or applicable sales tax, title and registration. Looking for that real sportbike feel in a
first-time bike? Look no further than the GTR. And when it comes to creature comforts, the GTR
boasts features not usually seen on motorcycles with a bigger price tag, a brightness-adjusted
digital display and fuel gauge, three-position adjustable rearsets, reach-adjustable front brake
lever, soft seat, dual front disc brakes and the look and feel of a bigger displacement bike. With
electronic fuel injection and outstanding fuel economy, the GTR is the most proficient sporting
machine in the cc sportbike class. A full-size, cc cruiser with low handlebar built around classic
styling and V-twin DOHC 8-valve engine combine to deliver a smooth and confident ride,
normally only found in larger displacement motorcycles. Featuring electronic fuel injection,
increased intake and exhaust efficiency and improved riding position, you will not find a more
comfortable or better performing small cruiser. The fuel-injected GV is capable, nimble and right
at home on the open road. Model GT This is a new Hyosung GT with zero miles on odometer.
Bike is Dark Cobalt Blue color and comes with two year manufacture warranty. GT There's
nothing standard about it! The GT Comet naked is all about performance and handling. The GT
starts with a rigid chassis, adjustable upside down forks and rear shock that gives precise
handling and feedback. The cc 90 degree DOHC 8 valve V-Twin engine delivers dynamic
acceleration with minimum vibration, complementing the quality brakes and suspension for the
ultimate ride. If you prefer to install additional accessories on a bike before a pick-up date we,
Badboyscustom team, will be glad to assist you. Just let us know. Shopping out of state? We do
have several freight companies we work with that are doing a great job to deliver the product on
time and in great condition. Please, contact Badboyscustom sales team for the quote or with
any questions you may have. Other fees may apply. Please, inquire with Badboyscustom sales
team for more details. Model GV Relaxed riding position with all the essentials - Digital
instrument panel features fuel and temperature gauges, dual trip meters and convenient clock.
Engine and transmissionDisplacement Overall height:1, mm This bike runs great no mechanical
issues, looks great, only has one small dent on gas tank. This is an awesome bike! This bike
has a great center of gravity. It can be driven like a sports but its still a cruiser. Only bike I've
ever owned. The horn has been changed to a louder horn. I'm Selling Both Bikes In the picture
for the price shown!!!!! Not A Joke or Scam!! Just so everyone knows that is Water on the
ground in the pictures not Oil!!!!!! They just got washed!!! All parts listed below have been
changed in the last 2 years and less than 2,, mils. The parts we replaced mainly because of
aesthetics reasons. I an Not the original owner of the bikes. I bought them and they did not run
and they had been sitting for over a year in storage. Hence all the parts that have been replaced.
Both bikes have been to bike week and Biketoberfest Drove them from fort Lauderdale and
back, no problems at all. They run great, we take them out at least one a week for a cruse.
Everything you see on the bikes comes with Purchase. You will not be disappointed buying
these bikes. Moving soon!!! I have both Titles in hand ready to sell today!!!! These bikes run
great!!!!! Don't Miss out on this one of a kind Deal!!! Make offer. I have had to discontinue riding
it because of my back. It runs great. Regerstration is current. Pink in hand. Will sell with the
sadle bags. Model Gt Cash only please. Starts but doesn't run. Ran fine about a year ago.
Please text with more questions or arrange to come see it. It is in perfect condition, never had
any problems and it starts and runs perfectly. All necessary maintenance has been done, and it
has been parked in a garage. Selling it because I am moving abroad. Been very pleased with it. I

can also throw in some equipment, like two helmets, a riding jacket, gloves and a disc lock.
Williamsburg, VA. Fairbury, IL. Gloucester, VA. Easton, PA. Ravenscroft, TN. Cheyenne, WY.
Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Hyosung
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year
Make Hyosung Model Gt ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Hyosung. Model GT R. Model Comet GTS. Model Gt R. It has less
than miles on it and is in excellent working order. It is a great bike to learn on and have fun with.
The bike has no damage and has a clean title. Model GT Red. Comfortable ergonomics with
power to spare - our best performing sportbike is also available in naked trim. The GT is nearly
identical to the GTR, but with minimal bodywork and a less aggressive riding position. It all
starts with a rigid chassis, adjustable upside-down forks and rear shock that gives precise
handling and feedback. A full-size, cc cruiser with low handlebar built around classic styling
and V-twin DOHC 8-valve engine combine to deliver a smooth and confident ride, normally only
found in larger displacement motorcycles. Featuring electronic fuel injection, increased intake
and exhaust efficiency and improved riding position, you will not find a more comfortable or
better performing small cruiser. The fuel-injected GV is capable, nimble and right at home on
the open road. Model Comet GTR. One company that is looking to change that in an amazing
way is Hyosung with their sleek and modern looking cc and cc motorcycles. The only thing that
gives away its displacement is the R sticker on the side fairing, and by the styling you may think
that's a misprint!! The design of the V-twin means that it will give you more low range torque
than you would get with an I-4 engineered engine. That translates to more usable power for the
street, and it also means you don't need to rev to red line before you feel the bike start to pull.
Trade-ins welcome! Apply today! MOMS now has more financing options than ever! We offer a
variety of resources to help you finance one of our new or used vehicles, including: easy
application process, competitive rates for qualified buyers, first-time buyer programs, flexible
payment terms, and winter layaway. We even have options for credit challenged customers and
those turned down elsewhere. Price does not dealer doc fee, or applicable sales tax, title and
registration. Model GTR. Looking for that real sportbike feel in a first-time bike? Look no further
than the GTR. And when it comes to creature comforts, the GTR boasts features not usually
seen on motorcycles with a bigger price tag, a brightness-adjusted digital display and fuel
gauge, 3-position adjustable rearsets, reach-adjustable front brake lever, soft seat, dual front
disc brakes and the look and feel of a bigger displacement bike. With electronic fuel injection
and outstanding fuel econ
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omy, the GTR is the most proficient sporting machine in the CC sportbike class. And when it
comes to creature comforts, the GTR boasts features not usually seen on motorcycles with a
bigger price tag, a brightness-adjusted digital display and fuel gauge, three-position adjustable
rearsets, reach-adjustable front brake lever, soft seat, dual front disc brakes and the look and
feel of a bigger displacement bike. With electronic fuel injection and outstanding fuel economy,
the GTR is the most proficient sporting machine in the cc sportbike class. Make
Harley-Davidson. One owner. Ready to go. Must see. Won't last. Payson, AZ. Alamo Heights, TX.
Burnet, TX. Baton Rouge, LA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Hyosung Gtr. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

